Let p be a real-valued C°° function defined in a neighborhood of the origin 0 in C, such that p(0)=0, dp(0)?^0. Then, near zero, M= {z; p(z) = 0} is a real submanifold of Cn of dimension 2n -1. If d3p(0)=^0, then M has a holomorphic hull which contains an open set. We shall prove an L2 version of this fact. Let db represent the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator on Af introduced by Kohn [l]. By L2 on M, we mean the space of functions which are square integrable with respect to surface area.
Theorem.
There is a neighborhood N of 0 such that if D = {zEN; piz) <0} and f is an L2 function on NDM, the following are equivalent:
(i) fis a weak solution of the equation dbf=0, (ii) fMfda = 0 for all (n, n -2) forms a whose support intersects ND M in a compact set, (iii) / is the boundary value of a function holomorphic in D, (iv) / is locally L2 approximable by functions holomorphic in a neighborhood of NDM.
The only nontrivial part of this theorem is (ii) implies (iii) and (iv); this was proven in [2] by Hans Lewy for /a C1 function (« = 2, but that does not matter). The proof here is an adaptation of his argument. We need to use the following verifiable lemmas. Lemma 1. Let f be a square integrable function defined in a domain in C". f is holomorphic if and only if Jfda = 0 for all compactly supported in, n -1) forms a. Now, we return to M. Because ddp(0)=^0 and dp(0)y^0 we may choose complex coordinates (z, w, Wi, ■ ■ • , w"_2) near zero so that M is given by
where f is the multivariate (wi, • • ■ , w"_2), Q is a quadratic form, and^O(2) consists of terms of higher order at 0. Let ir: C-^C"'1, t(z, w, f) = (w, f). It is shown in [3] , that the mapping ir has the following structure. There 
Since -n is outside the support of h, by Lemma 1 for n = 1, the innermost integral is always zero. Thus //dB = 0 in this case.
(ii) 8 = dzAdzAy, where y is compactly supported (n-1, n -2) with no dz or dz term. Then dfi = dz/\dz/\d'y where d'y is taken as if 7 were considered as an (n -1, n -2) form in the (w, f)-space, with coefficients varying in z. Thus J 2irtJDo Ui,,^^,,,,) 7 ~ 2 J I =^^^ r* ^ f /o».w'^r r -^adz~\dn\. . | dp/dxi | g 2/e. p = 1 when xi ^ 0, Now /Dt)Fd8 = fD<lFd(pS), since fFd(l-p)B = 0, as above. Now dpB = dPA8+PdB, \f FdpAB = f f /(a, w, t)dz A dp A B\
where c,3 is a function depending only on x, and d V is the element of volume in Z>0. Using Schwarz's inequality, // c I dp Now /FpdB is even better, so we find, letting e->0 that fDaFd8 = 0.
Thus F is holomorphic in ir(N), and since it is identically zero in an open set, it is identically zero, and (*) is verified. Now, fix a Riemann map R(W,ry of A(W,n onto {| z| <1}, differentiable at the boundary, and varying differentiably in (w, f). Define 4>:D^rM, \p(z, w, f)=the point on T^.n with the same Riemann mapping argument as (z, w, f). 
